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Introduction

Despite an awareness about the campaign to leave the European Union (EU) by the United Kingdom (UK), the global markets showed their vulnerability in the wake of the referendum results on the Brexit of which 51.9% of British voters elected to leave the EU. Worryingly, the economic shocks that were experienced in the EU and the UK have also had repercussion across the world, especially in member states of the Africa-Caribbean-Pacific (ACP) Group. Furthermore, the potential of less European investments in and trade with the ACP looms large as difficult negotiations and restructuring lies ahead for both the EU and the UK. Noticeably, the Commonwealth has received some attention in the run-up to and in the wake of the Brexit referendum, as it has been presented as a supplement and alternative to the forecasted shocks (political, economic and social) that are expected to strike the UK once its exit from the EU has been finalised and formalise^1.
The aim of this policy brief is to discuss what these developments in Europe mean for the objectives set out by the ACP secretariat. It does this by outlining four key objectives of the ACP secretariat and assessing to what extent these will be affected by the UK’s imminent exit from the EU. It will thus be important to understand the strategic outlook of the ACP in the aftermath of the Brexit vote, especially given the reality that much of the groupings trade into the EU is actually destined for the UK.

The objectives outlined by the ACP secretariat will be used as a framework for the policy brief to highlight the potential impact of the UK's imminent exit from the EU as follows:

- sustainable development of its member-states and their gradual integration into the global economy, which entails making poverty reduction a matter of priority and establishing a new, fairer, and more equitable world order;
- the coordination of the activities of the ACP Group in the framework of the implementation of ACP-EU Partnership Agreements;
- the consolidation of unity and solidarity among ACP States, as well as understanding among their peoples; and
- the establishment and consolidation of peace and stability in a free and democratic society.

2. Sustainable Development, Global Economic Integration and a more equitable world order

EU donor aid has contributed towards development across the ACP states, and as states and the global markets prepare to adjust to new political and economic contours of Europe, the achievement of sustainable development and global economic integration among ACP states is expected to be harder to come by in the coming years.

The sustainability of the development trajectories of the ACP member states, particularly those who have close relations with the UK,
However, uncertainty within ACP states would arise from the knowledge that the EU is the bloc’s major trading partner and instability within the EU is likely to result in reduced donor aid and investment for ACP states.

We also need to acknowledge that within the ACP bloc, Brexit might create uncertainty for CARICOM states on the basis that when the UK entered the then European Economic Community EEC in 1973, it transferred all authority of its trade agreements including those it had with the CARICOM to the now EU. Hence, CARICOM states might find themselves in a situation where they would need to renegotiate new Partnership Agreements (PA’s) with the UK. As CARICOM states have a partnership with the EU as CARIFORUM, it will mean that regional tensions could be agitated as member states try to find consensus on the form of arrangement the CARICOM should have with the UK.

4. Consolidation of unity, solidarity and understanding among ACP States and people

As the exit process of the UK from the EU is expected to take two years, this may also extend the current negotiation deadlines between the EU and the ACP for a Post-Cotonou EPA that was set to be concluded by 2020-2021. The various regions and states of the ACP may also encounter some challenges to the unity and solidarity of the ACP, as the EU undergoes structural, resource, and relational changes, particularly in negotiations on a Post-2020 agreement and political relations. Therefore when considering the unity and solidarity within the ACP, the discussion should not be divorced from the international relations of states, foreign policy interests, economic or development dependencies, and the perceptions and needs of people from ACP states (who are both actors or acted upon).

There is much evidence that issues of immigration had considerable impact on the UK’s exit from the EU, and the immediate aftermath of the vote saw an increase of incidences of xenophobia, Islamophobia, and racism.

Other driving factors behind the vote were growing inequality and disillusionment at the political establishment and this should add further impetus to the desire of consolidating the unity, solidarity and understanding among ACP states and people, if the grouping wants to navigate the uncertainty caused by the Brexit vote in a united fashion.

5. Establishment and consolidation of peace and stability in a free and democratic society

There is a wide consensus that Brexit would affect many societies given the contemporary globalised nature of the world where events in one part of the globe carry implications for other regions. Nevertheless, the quick exit of the UK from the EU as championed by some European leaders would possibly bring about calm and stability to the global economy as the reality of the Brexit and its implications begins to sink in. One may need to highlight the fact that Brexit is a game changer for the global economy because London is a major financial center and the downgrading of the UK financial sector by major credit rating agencies may perhaps trigger global financial panic.

In order to maintain peace and stability ACP states would need to renegotiate and strengthen ties with both the EU and the UK. Additionally, ACP states particularly those on the African continent need to learn from the turmoil taking place in the EU and work diligently towards strengthening their regional blocs and emphasize more on the South-South agenda. Smooth and stable relations with both the EU and the UK are essential for ACP states because they permit access to the larger European market, in which the EU has sole jurisdiction over the external trade of all its members.
6. Recommendations

Moving on from the Brexit, the ACP group needs to consider the following strategically:

- The maintenance of the Partnership Agreements with the EU as well as the UK which will remain crucial for enhancing development and economic growth of ACP states.
- The regional organizations of the ACP such as CARICOM (as CARIFORUM), SADC, COMESA will have to renegotiate its agreements with the UK, as changes at the level of policy and funding will occur which will impact on their relations.
- ACP states need to factor in the issue of immigration and that the UK would be more restrictive on this topic in the short to medium term, especially in the wake of a rising far right and xenophobic sentiment in the UK and parts of Europe.
- Reshape the outlook of ACP states to strategically go beyond linkages of culture and history in their search for mutually beneficial and equal relations, for example the diversification of political and economic relations going beyond France and the UK to include states such as Germany, Norway, Sweden or Poland among others.
- Increase and diversify trade among ACP states
- Pursue more trilateral development cooperation in order to diversify the sources and resources of development, and bring about a more stable and reliable framework for cooperation where power interests and power relations can be minimized.

End Notes


9. The Caribbean Community is composed of 15 members (14 states and 1 overseas territory) - Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, St Kitts and Nevis, Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago + Monserrat.

11. The Caribbean Forum (CARIFORUM) is a subgroup of the ACP representing the Caribbean. CARIFORUM is composed of the Dominican Republic and 14 CARICOM member states: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, St Kitts and Nevis, Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago.
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